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FLUTE

S/H FLUTE YAMAHA YFL222 S/N J 63836SH-12-0007 Call

S/H Flute ( Spares ) - FOOT JOINT ONLY - Trevor James Virtuoso C Foot, Solid Silver, Silverplate worn - 

SOLD AS SEEN

SH-3402FC £65.00

*A replacement foot joint to fit Trevor James Virtuoso flutes. This instrument shows a thumb-sized blemish on the silver plating where 

a dent has been removed and the orange copper strike layer shows through. Otherwise in good condition.

S/H Flute - Nuvo J Flute Plastic body student Blue & White Kinder with Curved headjoint, Original case - 

READY

SH1155 £75.00

*Nearly new starter flute for the small beginner. Incredibly light and easy to hold. Allows the very young child to experience wind 

instrument music making in early years. White body, blue touch pieces for keywork. Black carry case & strap.

S/H Flute - Armstrong 103 Student 27 18955. Silverplated keywork, Open hole, in-line G, Non E - READY TO 

PLAY

SH88 £100.00

The silverplated  finish has some wear but overall looking good. The in-line, open-hole, Non E keywork means this is not really for 

beginners but might suit well as a 'gigging' instrument. Black Yamaha case with integral handle.

S/H Flute - Hernals Student S-100 Nickelplated, non-E mech, cosmetic wear throughout, plays with pressure - 

SOLD AS SEEN

SH-135-0126 £105.00

Supplied in rectangular hardshell case with handle. A student starter level instrument, made in Taiwan,   that has experienced 

cosmetic wear (2 looser keys). It will never the less serve as an introduction to flute playing.

S/H Flute - Buffet Student 588873 Nickel plated body & keywork, Non E, plays with pressure - READY TO 

PLAY

SH103 £105.00

Original Buffet case. Tarnish and cosmetic wear to nickelplate finish. Basic student starter instrument. Good starter flute on a tight 

budget

S/H Flute - Gemeinhardt M2 Student 244737 Silverplated, non E mech, Original case - SOLD AS SEENSH687 £110.00

*A playable student level flute which would ideally have additional service. Sold as seen, with a good appearance and showing only 

small scratches and signs of use. Bargain price for an informed purchaser.

S/H Flute - Vivace by Kurioshi Student V16178 Good cond Silverplated, E Mech, Original case & cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1197 £145.00

*A basic model student flute showing little signs of use. The Vivace range has an easy response and provides good value for money in 

the lower price range. Easy to play. Outfit includes convenient cover with strap.

S/H Flute - Armstrong 104 Student 30 12009 Silverplated, Non E mech, original hard case - READY TO PLAYSH-177-0655 £150.00

S/H Flute - Ex Rental Armstrong Curved & Straight Head outfit ( RINST ) s/n  36 34443 - SOLD AS SEENSH966 £150.00

*

S/H Flute - Buffet BC6020 Student 756441 Silverplated, E Mech, Original case - IN WORKSHOPSH-137-0097 £150.00

*A student Buffet flute which is showing some wear but capable of years of early learning for any beginner. Solidly made and reliable. 

The outfit has an E Mech and and a robust, protective hardcase.

S/H Flute - Selmer USA Student 43979 Silverplated, Non E mech, Original hard case - SOLD AS SEENSH-177-0656 £175.00

*A basic model student flute from Selmer USA with good condition silverplating, some small marks indicating use but playing well and 

capable of years of learning for the younger player. Supplied with highly protective hard case.

S/H Flute - Armstrong 106 Student Straight & Curved head outfit 36 35035 Original case - READY TO PLAYSH-137-0096 £180.00

*A student level flute from the USA this Armstrong 106 is suitable for the small beginner and capable for many years of use as growth 

allows. Good condition silverplated showing some scratches but playing well.

S/H Flute - Horizon Student 910 Curved & Straight Head Outfit, Split E, Original cse - READY TO PLAYSH-6-0018 £215.00

*An almost like new Horizon beginners flute outfit. Ideal for the small player who will benefit from the curved head until ready to play 

the standard straight headjoint. Little used, VGC silverplated body and keywork with compact case.

S/H Flute Armstrong Student Curved Head Model 104 RINST 33 13212 Shiny silverplated, Non E, Original 

case - READY TO PLA

RSH26 £215.00

Ex of rental use curved head only model Armstrong flute. This shiny silverplated, non split E model, would be fine for a younger player 

to begin their early studies. Supplied in original case.

S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL211S Student 023544 Early model Fair condition silverplated, Orignal case - IN 

WORKSHOP

SH-137-0099 £220.00

Even early model YFL211S flutes are respected, recommended options for student learning. The plating on this example has some 

pitting and shows wear but no dents. Responsive with a brilliant tone - very rewarding for beginners.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 
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S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10XE Student 72278 Good Shiny Silverplate keys, E Mech, Original case, Cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1186 £235.00

*Popular student model flute in good condition. This TJ10XE has an easy response and a bright, brilliant tone quality. The outfit 

includes the original woodframe hard case and a new case cover with shoulder strap.

S/H Flute - Buffet Student 728967 VGC Silverplated, Split E, Original case - READY TO PLAYSH-124-0105 £245.00

*This Buffet student flute is in very good condition having been well maintained. Robust in build quality with a powerful tone colour and 

projection. Housed in its original case and looking great.

S/H Flute - HEADJOINT ONLY - Trevor James 925 Solid silver, Good condition, Small scratches - READY 

TO PLAY

SH1055 £250.00

*An upgrade headjoint which will transform any Trevor James (and other) student flute. The additional silver content adds depth and 

carrying power without loss of response. Swapping headjoints is an inexpensive way to improve tone quality.

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10XE Student 01782 Good condition, Silverplated, Some plating wear, Split E - 

READY TO PLAY

SH885 £250.00

*An easy-blowing and very responsive student flute from Trevor James. This 10XE has all a beginner requires for years of early 

learning. Supplied in a lightweight gig case. The small bit of plating wear to one key touch is incidental.

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10XE Student 61143 Silverplated, Split E, Original case and cover - READY TO 

PLAY

SH968 £275.00

*A well cared for student flute with easy respone and a bright, colourful tone. The TJ10XE has been a popular and encouraging 

beginner flute model, recommend by teachers for many years.

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10XE Student 68316 Excellent Silverplated, Split E, Original case, cover & strap - 

AVAILABLE

SH1170 £275.00

*A popular model student flute from Trevor James. The 10XE is known for its easy response and bright tone quality. This flute is in 

excellent condition with all the original outfit. Very good value for any beginning.

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL511E-II Student D42621 Excellent Silverplated, Split E, Original case & cover - READY 

TO PLAY

SH1108 £275.00

*This is a fine example of a student starter flute. Almost like new. Well made and reliable the Jupiter 511E is very encouraging to play 

and is a favourite of many teachers. An excellent investement that will serve for years of learning.

S/H Flute - Jupiter JDL511E-II Student E42140 Good condition small signs of use, Silverplated, Split E - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1110 £275.00

*Though showing small scratches this popular model Jupiter flute will make a very good beginners instrument and serve well for years. 

Bright toned and responsive, well made and rewarding to play.

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL-511E-II Student M77508 Good condition S/P, Split E, Original case & Cover - READY 

TO PLAY

SH967 £290.00

*A quality student model flute from Jupiter the JFL511E has a attractive tone colour, easy response and is well made. This example 

has been well cared for and should continue to serve for many years to come.

S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL271 Student 598147 VGC Silverplated, Open hole, E mech, Original case - READY 

TO PLAY

SH1249 £315.00

*This is a quality open hole flute model from Yamaha at a student price level. Looking very good with an easy,  responsive blowing 

characteristic, colourful tone and great reliability this YFL271 is an excellent value model.

S/H Flute - Jupiter Waveline JFL-509 Student Curved Head Kinder TD63428 VGC Original Case - £325 - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-11-0009 £325.00

*Rarely available secondhand this Jupiter Waveline 509 flute is a lovely answer to the needs of a small beginner player. Easy to hold 

with great response. Range to low D. Outfit includes the original case with carry strap.

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ 10XE Good Condition Kinder Curved & StraightHead Outfit 66314, Original case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-8-0014 £325.00

*This curved & straight head flute outfit from Trevor James is a great starter instrument for the small beginner. Use the curved head 

whilst required switching to the straight when ready. Very encouraging, easy response and bright tone.

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL-511E-II Student E51794 Silverplated , Curved & Straight Outfit, Original case - READY 

TO PLAY

SH-5-0013 £375.00

*Good condition student outfit with some small marks. Small beginners can start with the curved head and transition to the straight 

head when ready. Well made with an easy blowing  feel and an attractive tone quality.

S/H Flute - Emerson USA 12319 Silver head, Open hole, In line G, Non E Mech, New case with Cover & strap - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1056 £475.00

*American made silver head flute from Emerson USA, stamped ELD. A sophisticated tone from the precious metal headjoint with a 

keywork feel of more expensive upgrade and professional instuments. Nice value intemediate model.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 
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S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL311II Intermediate 307410 Silver headjoint, E Mech, Original case - READY TO 

PLAY

SH1232 £595.00

*The YFL311II model flute is a popular upgrade recommendation. This intrument shows some signs of wear to the keywork plating but 

the instrument plays well and will reward the aspiring player on a budget.

S/H Flute - HEADJOINT ONLY - Edward Almeida Custom Solid Silver headjoint - AVAILABLESH1250 £600.00

*Rarely available - this custom headjoint by flute maker Edward Almeida has an instant response and vibrant tone with only small signs 

of use. The headjoint is the most important part of sound production - see what it can do for your flute.

S/H Flute - Sankyo Etude Early model 30507 Silver head, worn finish, Small Hi E vent, ProTec gig case - IN 

WORKSHOP

SH1112 £675.00

*An unusual model Sankyo with a reduced vent hole for high E. The finish is worn but the lightweight instrument is resonant, bright 

sounding and fun to play. An excellent value as an upgrade instrument at a bargain price.

S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL311 Intermediate 720712P VGC Solid Headjoint, E Mech, Original case & cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1217 £675.00

*Rarely available, very popular upgrade model flute which is sure to inspire the advancing student. The silver head adds depth to the 

tone and the response is excellent. Tremendous value.

S/H Flute - Pearl ST-700BE Prof Silver tube 40-4036, B foot, Split E, Leather case & cover - READY TO 

PLAY

SH-7-0040 £895.00

*This is an early model, Japanese made, Pearl 700 flute. The silver tube adds resonance and depth of tone. Beautiful craftsmanship 

and very rewarding to play. Thoroughly overhauled and is offered in its original leather case and cover.

S/H Flute - Pearl PF695E Silverhead 10562 Good cond some scratches, pointed key arms, E mech, Wooden case 

- READY TO PLA

SH1245 £915.00

*One of our favourite model upgrade flutes the Pearl 695E has a colourful tone, good response and projection and is very accomdating 

for the advancing player. This outfit includes the Pearl wood case with a padded gig bag & strap.

S/H Flute - Sanko Etude Prof model 25833 VGC Silverhead, Non-E, Original case with WWR gig bag - Ready 

to Play

SH1117 £1,275.00

*This flute is in really lovely condition showing very little sign of use. Despite being a non-E mech version the upper E speaks easily 

and the tone throughout is attractive, bright and clear. Supplied in its original Sankyo leather case.

S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL313 Intermediate 001281 Silverhead, Split E, Pointed keys, Leather case, Gig bag - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-12-0003 £1,285.00

S/H Flute - Sankyo Etude Prof VGC Silver head E1586 Open Hole, offset G, E mech, original case, gig bag - 

READY TO PLAY

SH695 £1,495.00

*A very good condition, high quality upgrade flute from Sankyo. Some small marks. The Etude model has a bright and vibrant tone with 

great projection. Supplied in it original leather covered hard case in a double cover with piccolo pocket.

S/H Flute - Miyazawa 202RE VGC 94365 Silverhead, Open Hole, Offset G, E mech, Original case & cover - 

AVAILABLE

SH1120 £1,750.00

*This is a very nice upgrade flute from Miyazawa. The202RE is popular for good reasons: excellent manufacure, brilliant attractive tone 

and easy response. This flute has been well maintained and is ready for  a hew owner. Great value.

S/H Flute - Sankyo Artist Prof Silver Tube B Foot 21998 Covered hole, offset G, E mech, Original case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH608 £2,238.00

*This Sankyo Artist flute has been well cared for and playes beautifully. The solid silver tube makes for a rich and vibrant tone. Very 

responsive. With B foot joint and original leather case. A wonderful players instrument.

S/H Flute - Mateki 03 Silvertube Prof 2794 VGC Open hole, Offset G, E Mech, Original case with cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1224 £2,450.00

*Rarely available in such lovely condition this Mateki flute has a great response and a rich, colourful tone quality. The keywork is of the 

highest standard and the silver tube adds real depth and projection to the tone. With Yamaha cover.

PICCOLO

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - A. Wunderlich Sinfonia 5230 S/P metal body with reform lip - plays with pressure, 

SOLD AS SEEN

SH196 £375.00

*A good provenance silver plated metal piccolo with plastic reform lip plate for focus & response. An interesting older instrument. N.B. - 

Additional servicing is essential to bring to good playing condition. Original vintage brown case.

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - A. Wunderlich 2465 Wooden thin wall body & reform head, plays with pressure, SOLD 

AS SEEN *DM

SH13 £375.00

*An attractive vintage instrument with a good provenance. NB - Servicing essential to bring to good playing condition. Estimated cost of 

service £350. Supplied in its original leather covered, wood frame case by Rudall Carte.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 
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S/H Flute - PICCOLO - Yamaha YPC32 Student 36777 Plastic body, Silverplated head & keys, Original case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1248 £425.00

*The YPC32 student piccolo is a shop and customer favourite. Great performance and value for money. The metal head makes for an 

easy transition from the standard flute. Excellent intonation and brilliant tone.

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - Yamaha YPC62 Wooden Body Prof, 48899 Silverplated keys, Original case - READY 

TO PLAY

SH-137-0087 £750.00

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - Rudall Carte & Co Rosewood body, S/P keys, Lined wooden head, Outfit with case - IN 

WORKSHOP

SH92 £1,150.00

*This is a famous era professional model instrument from Rudall Carte. Lovely rosewood body, highly responsive with an attractive, 

clear tone. Supplied in a good condition woodframe case.

RECORDER

S/H Recorder - DESCANT - Dolmetsch Plastic brown / cream in carry bagSH-146-0041 £7.00

S/H Recorder - TREBLE - Dolmetsch Plastic brown / cream, in original box - READY TO PLAYSH-146-0043 £15.00

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 
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